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Monster Tooth Pillow

Pattern by Ellen Luckett Baker of The Long Thread.  www.thelongthread.com 
For personal use only. Please do not sell items made from this pattern.

Supplies:

-cotton fabric, fat quarter
-white felt (wool blend), 6 1/2” x 1”
-orange felt, 2” x 1”  
-small black buttons 
-matching thread
-hand sewing needle
-poly�ll
-chopstick

1. Cut two pieces of fabric to 6 1/2” square and cut one to 5 1/2”  x             
6 1/2“. Cut eyes and teeth from the felt according to the template 
below.

2. With the eyes centered on the right side of the fabric, each 2” from 
either corner edge, stitch them straight across vertically and 
horizontally. See �g. A. Then sew buttons on the center of the eyes.

3. Take the smaller fabric square and fold it half along the longer side, 
pressing to form a crease. Place the felt teeth on the right side of the 
fabric, just above this crease as shown in �g. B. Stitch in place. Fold 
again and press so that the teeth are at the top of the fold.

4. Stack the fabrics together in the following order: fabric square with 
eyes with right sides up, fabric section with teeth right sides up and 
bottom edges aligned (stitched side of teeth will NOT be showing), 
then backing fabric wrong sides up (so that right sides of front and 
back are facing).

5. Sew around the edges with a 1/2“ seam allowance, leaving a 3” 
opening at the bottom as shown in �g. C. Clip excess at the corners.

6. Turn right sides out through the opening and gently poke out the 
corners using a chopstick. Stu� with poly�ll �lling.

7. Hand stitch the opening closed using a ladder stitch.
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